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N

o matter how many trademark or copyright
matters a lawyer has handled, having a client
who is confronted with the threat of patent litigation will make even the most seasoned counssel
el fret
fret. Some of these claims may be presented by competitors in the marketplace, but increasingly clients are being
confronted with demand letters from non-practicing enticonfro
ties (N
(NPEs) or patent assertion entities (PAEs), commonly
known as patent trolls.
Tis article will serve as a guide for lawyers in accessing
such d
demands and formulating an appropriate response by
defning the term “patent troll” and painting the current
defnin
landscape of patent litigation and reform, describing the eflandsc
fect pa
patent trolls can have on clients and counsel, and describing what responses are warranted when clients are faced
scribin
with d
demand letters from patent trolls.
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Te Problem: Patent Trolls 101
Te vocabulary of many lawyers and lawmakers now includes the term “patent troll.” A patent troll is an entity,
distinct from the inventor, that acquires a patent or many
distinc
patents in order to locate potential infringers and extract
patent
money from them either in royalty payments through
threatened litigation or through the litigation process itself.
threat
President Obama noted that patent trolls “don’t actually
Presid
produce anything themselves. Tey’re just trying to essenprodu
tially lleverage and hijack somebody else’s idea and see if they
can ex
extort some money out of them. …”1 Suits brought by
patent trolls tripled in 2011 and 2012, representing 62 percent oof all infringement suits.2 Te majority target small,
inventor-driven companies that many lawyers in the Cominvent
monwealth represent.3
monw
Te impact of patent trolls’ practices in litigation have led
to a ccall for legislative reform both nationally and here at
home. Nationally, Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-Va.) of Roanoke
introduced the Innovation Act (H.R. 3309) in October
introd
2013. While incorporating elements from previously introduced legislation, this bill would mandate a more onerous
pleading standard in patent infringement suits, akin to inpleadi
fringement contentions typically encountered at later stages
fringe
in the litigation process (i.e., a description on an elementby-element basis of why a product infringes the patent).
by-ele
Additionally, in an efort to minimize costs on the alleged
Additi
infringer, the bill limited discovery until the conclusion of
infring
claim construction and made attorney’s fees available to the
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prevailing party, unless the non-prevailing party was “substantially justifed” or an award would be “unjust.”4 Te
Innovation Act passed the House in December 2013, but
stalled in the U.S. Senate.5 It remains to be seen what, if
any, patent reform will take place during the 114th Congress.
Last session, lawmakers in the Commonwealth also
were focused on patent reform, specifcally combating
patent trolls. In May 2014, the Virginia General Assembly
passed S.B. 150 and H.B. 375 aimed at bad-faith assertions of patent infringement. Te law, codifed at Virginia
Code § 59.1-215.1 through 59.1-215.4, establishes what
“indicia” are present in a bad-faith assertion of patent
infringement and provides for remedies by the Attorney
General or any attorney for the Commonwealth.6 While
the newly enacted law specifes those instances in which
bad faith is apparent, it provides no mechanism for targeted entities to directly protect themselves from frivolous
infringement suits.
When the legislation was introduced, it included two
such tools for targeted alleged infringers.7 Te frst permitted a target of a bad-faith assertion to bring an action
to recover actual damages, fees and costs. Upon a fnding of willful violation, the legislation as proposed provided courts the discretion to award treble damages up to
$50,000. Te second permitted an alleged infringer, upon
a showing of a reasonable likelihood of bad faith, to move
the circuit court to order the posting of a bond in the
amount of a good-faith estimate of the defendant’s litiga-

tion cost, in addition to the damages recoverable. As passed,
however, the law contemplates that when Virginia businesses
receive a demand letter issued in bad faith, the Attorney General’s ofce will be contacted to investigate.8 Te General Assembly budgeted $143,179 annually over the next two years
to enforce the law.9
Certain members of the judiciary believe that patent reform
should be left to the courts, not the legislators. In a speech
delivered to the Bench Bar Conference in the Eastern District
of Texas, a patent hotbed, Judge Randall Rader, chief judge
of the federal circuit, stated, “[N]ow the main purpose of my
address today is to suggest that our patent law confdence crisis and litigation abuse are related in another way, they share
the same preferred remedy, namely JUDICIAL CORRECTION.”10 Generally speaking, courts have been responsive
to litigation abuse by patent trolls by enforcing the one thing
they can statutorily control: the award of attorneys’ fees and
costs.11 Te U.S. Supreme Court last year in Octane Fitness,
LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness, Inc., clarifed that the fee shifting in “exceptional cases” in patent litigation was not subject
to a “rigid and mechanical formulation” and did not require
a fnding by clear and convincing evidence of misconduct or
baselessness.12 Instead, using a preponderance of evidence
standard, “an exceptional case [is] simply one that stands out
from the others with respect to the substantive strength of the
party’s litigating position (considering both the governing law
and the facts of the case) or the unreasonable manner in which
the case was litigated.”13 Courts are more likely to shift fees or
award costs where there is evidence of a patent troll plaintif.14

What
W
Wh
at Does Patent Law Have to Do With Me?
In this current environment, chances are high that you or
your frm will have a client who receives a demand letter.
r. Often, these letters do not provide the patent number att issue
or identify the owners/assignees. Te letters often simply
ply describe the patent, but do not compare the claims in thee patent to your client’s products. Tese letters typically provide
rovide
a requested response date, and perhaps reference a licensing
ensing
fee, closing with a not-so-subtle threat of litigation. In some
cases, the patent assignee attempts a comparison of thee patent’s claims with the accused product. In this case, the sender may enclose a claim chart purporting to support its claims
analysis compiled with information concerning the accused
ccused
product from publicly available sources. When letters arrive
with this type of detail, before calling upon the patent gurus,
print the patent at issue, roll up your sleeves and strap on
n your
thinking cap.
How to Advise Your Clients on an Appropriate Response
ponse
to Demand Letters
Te manner of response depends largely on the detail
provided in the demand. If the demand letter contains
ns no
information on the patent at issue, the best practice is not
to ignore the letter, but to research the sender’s identity.
entity.
General Google and LEXIS searches will provide an initial
impression of corporate and litigation history. If informaormation concerning the sender is widely available and there
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is a litigation history to speak of, a deep-pocketed patent
troll who is not likely to go away quietly may be running
the sh
show. Tis is particularly true if the sender has successfully li
litigated patent suits. If, however, there is no information av
available on the sender, consider a response that serves
two p
purposes: frst, to direct all future correspondence to
counsel; and, second, to request identifcation of the patent
counse
at issu
issue and a claims analysis of the alleged infringement.
Further, consider contacting the Attorney General’s Ofce
Furthe
when dealing with a demand letter that lacks identifcation
of the patent or any attempt to conduct a claims analysis.
Early contact with the Attorney General’s Ofce may prove
benefcial if the sender pursues litigation.
benef
Te more difcult strategic call occurs when the demand
letter identifes the patent at issue and includes claims detail. Researching
R
the sender’s identity remains the frst step.
Te se
second step is to closely review the patent, particularly
the cla
claims and claim limitations, and compare that information w
with the client’s products. Te question then becomes
whether there are defenses to validity of the underlying patwheth
ent or facts that suggest non-infringement by the client.
An invalidity defense asserts that the patent at issue
should never have been granted because the product does
not m
meet the requirements of patentability. A timely argument concerning patent validity is derived from the U.S.
Supreme Court’s recent decision in Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank
Suprem
International, in which the court held that an abstract idea,
Intern
in that case the exchange of payment by two parties through
a third
third-party intermediary, is not patentable simply because
it uses computer software as a conduit.15 Tis holding can
have vvast implications for many software-related patents. An
assertion of non-infringement, on the other hand, assumes
asserti
the va
validity of the patent, but establishes factual diferences
between a client’s product or service and the patented prodbetwe
uct. A
An initial analysis of infringement is best performed
by com
comparing the claims in the patent, and particularly the
claim limitations, which are nothing more than the characteristics of the patent identifed in the body of the claim. If
teristic
the cli
client’s product does not possess one or more of those

characteristics, a non-infringement defense exists. In addition to directing all contact to counsel and requesting any
additional information required, a response letter should
hould
concisely set forth available defenses and expressly decline
the ofer of a licensing arrangement. If confdent that litigation is imminent and defenses are solid, other options
ns include fling a declaratory action in a venue of your choice
oice or
bringing a proceeding challenging validity before thee U.S.
Patent and Trademark Ofce. While such ofensive action
may be a good time to place a “true” patent attorney
ney on
speed dial, that is a subject for a diferent day. ■
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